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posed, by simply losin~ an additional portion of water. The substance 
which remains is not soluble, and may be easily separated from caramel it- 
self. It contains hydrogen and oxygen in tile same proportions as the pro- 
ducts from which it is derived. "If, in short, the heat be continued suf- 
ficiently, the combustible elements react on each other~ and the ultimate 
decomposition is effected, which is the only kind that had, until the present 
time, been observed. 

It is very probable that the greater number of substances, which in com- 
position are analogous to sugars, would furnish, at a suitable heat, substances 
like that we have now described. A study ol this kind, directed for exam- 
ple to lignite, might easily lead to an explanation of the formatiua ol the 
acetic acid which the decomposition of wood yields in variable quantity~ 
dependent on the manner in which the distillation is regulated. 
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Composition of Resin. 
The March number (1858) contains an interesting memoir of more than 

$0 pages, on the ~' Chemical examination of the products arising from the 
employment of Resin for the purpose of Gas Illumination." By M.M. 
P~nn~'rIEa and PHXLI~E WA n'r[,'a~. 

The results of this investigation~ as summed up by the authors them- 
selves, are thus stated,--  

'~ It follows from what precedes, 
1st. That at the moment when resin falls into a cylinder at a bright red 

heat, as is practised at the gas works, there is formed, concurrently with the 
illuminating gas, and with carbonic and acetic acid,a great number of very 
hydrogenated products, which we have succeeded in separating by the 
means which analytic chemistry now furnishes. 

~d. That among these substances are three new kinds of carburetted hy- 
drogen which we have described under the names of retinapthe, retinyle, 
and retinole, and two solid earburets of hydrogen~ naphtaline, already 
known, and metanaphtaline, a new substance. 

3d. That retinaphte is a very light, volatile liquid, whose composition, 
determined by analysis, may be represented by C s H IG, which renders it 
at least isomeric with a carbonated hydrogen, still hypothetical, which ap- 
pears to act an extensive part in benzoic compounds, if it be nut this hy- 
drogenated substance, (s~il n'est cet hydrogOli,) which itself gives rise to a 
series of new compounds, several of which are described in the memoir. 

4th. That retinyle is a new sesquicarburet of hydrogen, which may be 
represented by the formula C 9 H 6 or (C 36 A~'t,) susceptible also of being 
transformed by chlorine, bromine, nitric acid, &e., into compounds which 
also present a series of new combinations. 

5th. That retinole is a new bicarburet of hydrogen, of the formula C ~s 
H a or (C 6'~ Ha2,) different from the bicarburet of hydrogen C a H 3 of Fa- 
raday, both in constitution and chemical properties. 

fith. That metanaphtaline is a new substance, different from naphtaline 
in its properties, but isomeric with it in composition; a substance remark- 
aisle for its beauty, and its chemical inertness, a property which assimilates 
i t t o  pars!tin% but from which it totally differs in physical properties and 
~m~o~ition, 

: It~ tliia memoir we have shown the natur% properties and composition of 


